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Welcome everyone to the third issue of ArtGalleryAmerica magazine.
This issue features Rene Soto Gallery and Village West Gallery. Feature artist Greg Uzelac,
artist Virginia Wagner, and film scenic Seay Earehart. Current shows this month include
“Slow Art”, at village West Gallery and “Dreams”, at Rene Soto Gallery. We have created a
new article that we are excited about called “Art Industry”, which features artists working
in the film industry and other art-related industries. Thanks to everyone that has been
apart of this October 2019 issue.
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Compassion Of Art
By Andrea Willis

R

obinson Holloway is the owner of Village West Gallery, local
to those who reside in New Jersey. Although this was not her
first gallery, Holloway got her start for the love of the arts
when she began working for ABC Sports and traveling the world,
visiting galleries and museums in various countries and states. While
also creating visual art herself, she does not create as much as she
used to. Roughly twelve years ago, she had the opportunity to open
an art gallery inside of her apartment building in Greenwich Village
when the owners decided to renovate the lobby and ground floor,
even though the plans didn’t hold for any art, because “no one
could agree on art.” She offered artists 6-week-long solo shows and,
since it would benefit the building, no commission was charged. The
galleries shows did well, with artists selling two minimum pieces
individually until the economic crash in fall 2009. After this, they lost
their perfect record, yet continued to sell artwork. The gallery is still
open presently, but is no longer operated by Holloway.
8 artgalleryamerica
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Today she is the
owner of Village
West Gallery, located
in Jersey City, New
Jersey. This gallery
allowed her to share
her compassion of
art with local
visionary creators
and admirers since
founded in 2014. The
building is 110 years
old and has 1750
square feet of space
for her artists to
place their artwork
along the original
oak columns and
beams. While this is a
private gallery, it is
open during
receptions or by
appointments and
there’s no charge of
commission seeing
that all proceeds of
sales go to the artist
or charity of their choice. The location of this gallery, however, is
quite practicable for Holloway’s business. It is surrounded by a very
active art community with an immense amount of artists and
organizations.
10 artgalleryamerica
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The gallery has more than a dozen art galleries along with the
Mana Contemporary which is a tremendous visual arts center. Jersey
City also has two large annual visual arts events, such as The Art &
Studio tour, which will celebrate their 30th Anniversary next year,
and the Art Fair 14C, which is a non-profit international art fair with
its 2nd edition being held in February. Alongside the gallery, there
are many terrific restaurants and shops within walking distance of
this gallery, which help business tremendously.
12 artgalleryamerica

Although Village West is ecstatic about the
business they bring to this area, they are
concerned about the effect that the internet
could have on their establishment. Brick-andmortar galleries could lose their audiences
touch, since several owners such like herself
are turning to digital rather than physical.
Their consumers, however, seem to prefer in
person purchases rather than online, seeing
has there has been very few transactions.
The vision for this gallery is to continue to
expand its growth and audience with each
year and hold various interesting and
stimulating shows that are planned for in
years to come. They also endeavor to own
their building as well. Though they are
surrounded by galleries, they have their own
sight for how the arts are displayed and has
unique themes. Artwork placement with
Holloway is second nature to her and she is
able to determine which piece should be
displayed on the proper accenting wall. With
having two to three shows a year, they choose
their featured art by viewing each piece, reading the story behind
the work, deciding what story to tell, and the supporting artwork,
while also picking themes that interest them and will work for the
varieties of visual art forms. They are currently excited about their
ultramodern show “Slow Art,” which is showing from October 3rd
through December 6th, and how many submissions that they had
received from more than 300 artists with the hope to be displayed
in the show. Out of those, 21 artists are
artgalleryamericat 13

Village West is housed in the
ground floor of a former
grocery wholesale warehouse,
originally built in 1910. The
front door was originally's the
warehouse's loading dock.
Original oak columns line the
center of the gallery, and there
are numerous quirky spaces.
Because the gallery is part of
our home, our cats frequently
wander through the exhibits.

featured and 17 are new to the gallery. Though some galleries do
individual shows, Holloway prefers group shows, with the exception
of solo shows on occasion. A majority of the artists featured in these
shows are from NYC and NJ, though she has displayed artists from
all around the world. Village West Gallery is quite astounding, with
many wonderful artists, convenience of having on-hand art, and a
vast selection that ensures there’s something for everyone.
14 artgalleryamerica

Village West Galler y
331 Newark Avenue
Jersey City, NJ 07302
4 3 5 - 6 4 9 - 8 1 6 0
http://www.villagewestgallery.com/
RobinsonHolloway@gmail.com
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Art Talk

Passion In Action
By Angelo Acosta

A

rtist, filmmaker, humourist, Gregory Uzelac is
passionate about the work he creates. He writes
for stage and screen and is also an educator. A
Brooklyn-based artist whose work has appeared in
pop-up galleries throughout New York City. Some of his
films include “Trunk” and “Brotherly Love”. Uzelac’s
passion for storytelling and connecting with people
through his work is what drives him to create.
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ArtGalleryAmerica: Do you
think your experiences in
childhood have influenced
your present creative
endeavors?
Gregory Uzelac: Definitely.
I think that it probably all
stems from there. I’ve
processed the world from
that age until now.
ArtGalleryAmerica: What
in your personal life has
influenced you to choose
your career?
Uzelac: I'm actually more
drawn to storytelling than
just art. So even if it's not
completely obvious,
everything that I made, is
trying to tell some kind of
story. It can be super simple,
but I'm trying to convey
some form of narrative in

everything I do. That is why
I was drawn to film and
theatre as cartooning and
painting as a kid and all
these things grew and grew.
I actually think that having
had a filmmaking and
theatre writing education,
enhances my ability to paint
and draw simply because I
focus so much on that thing
that I felt close to
storytelling. So trying to
weave that into every aspect
of what I made, especially
the tangible thing, every
brushstroke is done in a
way, trying to emulate an
action or a progression in a
story. It's much more about
storytelling than art. That's
always been the through
line.

“ I think the first and foremost thing is that you
have to be passionate about creating things. “
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ArtGalleryAmerica: So
what do you think makes a
good story?
Uzelac: Well, it's, it's an
unpopular opinion in dark
times, but you can't have a
story without conflict. The
more complex, doesn't have
to be something bad or
terrible, but it does have to
be a challenge. The more
that you can truly
understand the challenge
that a character or subject is
going through, I think, the
better than story is.

ArtGalleryAmerica: What
do you do to keep yourself
motivated and interested in
your work?
Uzelac: I think the first and
foremost thing is that you
have to be passionate about
creating things. In general, I
don't think that you can be
entrepreneurial in any way if
you don't have a passion for
making something out of
nothing, or at least taking
things that exist, which is
very common in my case,
and making something.
I think that first and
foremost, my passionate
love for storytelling and for
telling stories in a in a
creative way where I'm

really using the tools I feel
most comfortable and a
personal connection to,
which is paintbrush or,
pen, or pencils or, when it
comes to filmmaking, typing
and eventually getting
behind a camera.
When you have that
passion, it forms a bedrock
that's really solid and will
always be there when you
hit rock bottom. If things
aren't going your way it is a
cushion. But that doesn't
mean it's not difficult. I think
for me, I try to remind
myself of why I'm doing
this, to tell the stories and
connect with people.

Greg Uzelac
Point and Laugh
Acrylic and Watercolour on Paper
45.72 x 60.96 cm
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ArtGalleryAmerica: Do you
think spirituality and culture
play a role in what you
create?
Uzelac: Absolutely, at least
for me, without being kind
of evangelical about it in
any way, but I'm a pretty
devoted Jewish person. I
grew up with a very solid
cultural and religious
foundation. This allowed me
to be introspective, and
really kind of have a nice
balance between a spiritual
look at things, a faith based
look at the world, and also a
very scientific and secular
and humanistic one.
My background in university
besides film was actually
very much the post colonial
school of thought. And that
was very good for me to
kind of understand and
reassess how people
understand their own
culture and background,
and environments that craft
that culture. And so for me,
being Jewish is really
important.
20 artgalleryamerica

ArtGalleryAmerica: Has
there been anything
whether it be film or
paintings that maybe you
were displeased with that
the public loved?
Uzelac: Social media has
become so important to the
marketing side of art. I'm
not actually a big fan of it
but I do try to use it to the
best of my abilities. You kind
of have to keep a constant
update with people that like
your work or that are
curious about your work. So
I'm putting sketches on the
internet that they're not too
crazy about or sometimes
people really like them.
I generally don't dislike
anything I make because if I
am disliking the course
which the piece is taking I

will change that. It happens
rarely, but there have been
paintings that have gone
wrong, really wrong. It's very
upsetting but I take a step
back and I say, “what do I
have on this canvas, what
can i salvage from it?”
There are the pieces that I
love and have a very close
connection to and I think
really embody what I do.
Then there are pieces that
are kind of done in a
moment, in a good way
thoughtlessly, and people
are obsessed with them. It's
been really interesting to
see where my taste in my
own work and the public's
taste in my work has
matched up and its not that
universal.

Greg Uzelac
La Argentina #3
Acrylic, Ink, and Watercolour on Paper
91.44 x 160.78 cm
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ArtGalleryAmerica: So when
you wake up from a dream do
you start creating to pull from
that experience or do you keep
it in your mind to add later to
your creative process?
Uzelac: Very often your best
ideas come right before you fall
asleep and right before you
wake up, and as soon as I get
these ideas instead of going to
sleep I start working on these
ideas. I do a lot of work from
the hours of 12 am to 4 am and
then sometimes I do get a nice
sleep. Then in the morning
when I should be going to start
my day, I see canvas that I was
working on and I say well, let
me just add this one thing
because I have an idea. The next
thing I know I'm running late for
my entire day because of those
45 minutes.

Greg Uzelac
The model was eating pizza…and then I knew
Acrylic, Ink, and Watercolour on Paper
91.44 x 144.78 cm

ArtGalleryAmerica: Do
dreams play a role in your
creative process?
Uzelac: It's actually kind of
critical. It's really important
to my entire process.
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ArtGalleryAmerica: So what's a
typical day like for you?
Uzelac: It changes. You know I
have to keep myself afloat as an
artist in New York City. I work a
bunch of jobs that work in
television. I work as an educator
for Jewish youth ages 10 to 12. I
do a lot of freelance writing and
I am managing my art practice.
artgalleryamerica 23

Memories
and
Mindscapes

Eat the Cake NYC

By Cassadee Hirsch

A

s an artist
establishing her
career during the
Climate Crisis, Virginia
Wagner offers the world
works which give us a sense
of solidarity in the anxieties
of a rising thermometer. Her
paintings are chaotic, loose
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and grounded, offering us a
place to rest our feet while
exploring the dystopian
thoughts we all are eager to
reconcile. Wagner’s work
orchestrates an apocalyptic
narration that is humorous
and playful, while utterly
frightening. Wagner

explains her motive by
saying, “I love the idea of
transporting people to a
space and letting them play
around in it and have their
own experience within it.
That’s some of my favorite
experiences within art whether that’s a novel or a

film or immersive theater
piece. I want the paintings
to have enough going on
where you feel like you’re
getting lost in there,”.
Virginia Wagner was born
to a family of biologists in
northern Connecticut. Her
first job was as a scientific

“I love the idea of
transporting people
to a space and
letting them play
around in it and
have their own
experience within it.”
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Virginia Wagner
Infinity Room
Ink and oil on canvas
16” x 20”

illustrator where she would draw
insects for her father’s field guides.
Wagner is also a writer who is
fascinated by sagas, novels, and
mythology which could be whimsical,
enchanting, or comfort blankets that
explain the unexplainable. Stories that
answer questions science has yet been
able to answer. She marries her love for
writing with her love for science and
pairs the two in swampy pools of
thought on canvas. Wagner explains
her works as self-portraits, “Even when
there are landscapes with no figures in
them, they’re often psychological
portraits of myself. Thoreau’s often said
‘it is in vain to dream of a wildness
distant from ourselves.’ The way we
think about the world around us is very
emblematic of what’s going on inside
our own heads,” Often the figures she
paints are friends and familiars,
referencing from personal photographs
of her friends modeling in abandoned
spaces. The Wall, 2018 depicts Wagner
and her friend Micah at an abandoned
hospital in Staten Island.
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Micah passed away last year and is a
muse Wagner has chosen to reference
a lot in her recent works. Wagner
explains,“his figure has taken on a very
special meaning for me,” Her paintings
offer solace to viewers who have
experienced loss.
There are collective memories and
mindscapes we can all process and
recognize through Wagner’s work that
pieces together the puzzles we face
every day. A melancholy bittersweet
revival of a distant childhood memory
like the first time we tasted our
grandmother’s chocolate cake or a
family beach trip or sleepovers with old
friends. Fragments of memories, as we
all are unable to retrieve every detail of
a time and place but remembering how
the memory made you feel. There is
something hauntingly disturbing as if
the abandoned settings represent the
place and time we are mourning. The
loss of a deep distant memory. Like the
stories society has shared since the
beginning of existence, our minds
begin to play a game of telephone
through the loss of distance and aging
and Wagner masterfully chooses to
narrate this unhappiness with grace
and humor.
At the beginning stages of all her
works, she begins by doing rough
mock-ups on pieces of mylar with
acrylic and house paints.
Virginia Wagner
Metropolis
Ink And Oil On Canvas
44” X 52”
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She does this to discover
her voice, color scheme and
tone for the piece before
evaluating the primary
direction. But the mock-ups
offer nothing but whispers,
Wagner never sets ideas in
stone. She then explores,
taking the mock-up for
inspiration to canvas, and
allows her paint to pool and
figure out the direction it is
choosing to go, allowing
surprises and intuition to
take place in an
uncontrolled space. Wagner
shares modern-day stories
for the millennial
generation, dealing with a
changing world. The
Millennials and Generation
Y, who were promised so
much and given a fraction
of it. She finds humor for
the generation who is dealt
the cards of an uncertain
future, while also recalling
and playfully evaluating the
past. Like drawing from a
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tarot deck, she chooses
random cards and whimsical
characteristics which she so
clearly sees as synonymous
with her perception of
reality and memory.
Her paintings submerge
the unhappiness and the
unanswered questions
science has yet to fulfill
while colliding these ideas
with roots and branches
that destroy an abandoned
greenhouse, hospital or
factory. There is so much
narrative and humor to yet
be discovered with only one
glance. Virginia Wagner’s
high achieving breadth of
work could easily make one
imagine a surrealist Edward
Hopper, conveying the
future and mindscapes.
The works grapple with
humanity’s often harsh
rejection of the environment
it needs to sustain. The
denial we all encase
ourselves in by turning off

our basic human instincts
against nature. A
relationship and
conversation are happening
within every painting where
nature and the man-made
are in a harmonious choir or
angry argument. The work
asks, what is the relationship
and tension between
humans and the
environment in their
different forms,
constructively and
destructively?
Getting lost within
Wagner’s paintings is
addictive and easy. Each
time you glance at the
painting you see something
new being offered. With
embodiments of
storytelling, surrealism and
scientific fact, Virginia
Wagner offers a place to
somehow wander and sit at
the same time.
Virginia Wagner
Wall
Ink and oil on canvas
16” x 20”
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A Great Gathering Place
By Angelo Acosta

The Rene Soto Gallery opened
its doors in May of 2018.
Visionary owner Rene Soto
wanted to give both
recognized and undiscovered
artists a platform to display
their passion and help launch
the artist's career to the next
level. Soto's idea of art is that it
encompasses everything in life,
everything around us and
inside us where our emotions
and feelings reside. He feels
that all art should be
appreciated and respected. Art,
to Soto, is expressing these
feelings and emotions without
judgment or restrictions. He
32 artgalleryamerica

believes that art can break
down barriers and builds up
communities. Rene Soto gallery
has demonstrated these
concepts in the art community,
city, and abroad.
Rene Soto Gallery has
represented local and
international artists displaying
paintings, sculpture, pottery,
and photography. Soto is also
an artist whose work is
influenced by social issues such
as human rights and climate
change. He sometimes donates
his work to local organizations
that reach out to the
community of Norwalk, CT.

Recently, the area surrounding
the gallery's location at 1 Wall
Street experienced rapid
growth with restaurants,
theaters, a children's museum,
a new mall, and many other
types of diverse businesses
opening.

The gallery represents fifteen
local artists and five international
artists holding monthly
exhibitions and a few popup
shows yearly. In addition, the
gallery hosts cultural events that
include music, dance, and poetry
readings.
artgalleryamerica 33

Artists' works of different
mediums and price ranges
compliment Rene Soto Gallery,
offering something for
everyone's taste. Artists are
promoted heavily on social
media, flyers, and on the
gallery's website.
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Future plans are to add an
online store to aid in the
sales of artwork, but for
now, all artwork is sold
only through the gallery.
The next exhibition is a
juried show with the
theme, "Dreams", a play on
the polysemous nature of
the word - dreams
experienced while
sleeping, fantastical ideas,
or an important goal or
aspiration. The exhibit will
feature artists from the tristate area of CT, NY, and
NJ. Twenty-two artists will
be showing their work with
a total of thirty-five pieces.
The juror for this
upcoming show is Juan
Ramiro Torres, an artist himself
with work displayed both
nationally and internationally.
Planning shows in a space of
900 square feet is mapped out
in advance by one of the
curators, Nancy Breakstone,
artgalleryamerica 35

giving thought to how each
piece will be displayed for best
impact to the viewing audience
and potential buyers. Nancy is
herself an artist and a
photographer producing both
commercial and fine art. Art in
the gallery is hung in the
traditional way of hammer and
nail while sculptures are freestanding. The space had been
empty for over 15 years and
has since been fitted with track
36 artgalleryamerica

lighting and white walls
covering the existing brick
structure to maximize
customization options.
The basement has been
converted into an art studio
and also provides storage
space for artwork.
Among the many pieces of
art hanging in the gallery to
get excited about at present is
"Pop Art" by Frankie Vinci, who
is a multi-platinum songwriter

and recording artist. He is also
represented by the Rene Soto
gallery. Vinci's mixed media art
pieces pour out his raw
emotions reflecting back to his
impressive music journey from
days of sharing the stage and
recording studios with many
iconic names like Aerosmith,
Alice Cooper, Joan Jett, and
Roger Daltry to name a few.
Soto has about 100 pieces of
art in his personal collection
from local artists in the area
and sees many new upcoming
artists emerging on the scene.
The future of Rene Soto gallery
looks very promising and holds
a thriving established presence
as a major gallery building and
maintaining a gathering place
for both artists and art lovers
way into the future.
Rene Soto Gallery
1
W a l l
S t r e e t
Norwalk, CT 06850
2 0 3 - 6 0 9 - 5 0 2 4
www.renesotogallery.com/
renesotogallery@gmail.com
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Art Industry

Film Scenic Seay Earehart
By Bobby Harper

M

ovies and TV
invite us to be
still and let
ourselves be immersed in
another world, in a story not
our own. A critical element
in achieving believability is
scenic design and artwork.
Without the work of scenics
and artists, movies such as
"The Hunger Games" and
"Lawless" or TV
shows/series such as
"Stranger Things", "Valor",
or "Monsters of God" would
lack the futuristic,
apocalyptic, expansive, or
38 artgalleryamerica

beautiful vignettes that help
us steep ourselves in these
tales. Seay Earehart is a
veteran scenic who has
worked on all these among many, many other
films and shows - and
continues to use his
discerning attention to
detail, near-inhuman
organizational and
collaborative skill, and
immense talent to create
the rich physical spaces and
subtle scenic details that
build the worlds we get lost
in.
artgalleryamerica 39

Photos of the Russian lab sets built in
a warehouse location taking over 3
months to complete.

Seay Earehart started in
theater. He worked on
designing sets and props for
opera, ballet, and theater
productions but eventually
ran up against a waning
economy, forcing him to
turn elsewhere for more
reliable work. He moved
into film and began
polishing his time
management and
collaboration chops. Movies
and TV both depend on
teamwork and
communication over long
periods of time. Projects
have to be planned out in
advance and often have
40 artgalleryamerica

Over the course of a
particular project, Seay also
must manage larger scale
timelines and the issue of
geography. His work in "The
Hunger Games" took
between six and seven
months per film to
complete, representing a
full year combined
dedicated to "Mockingjay Part 1" and "Mockingjay Part 2".

several preceding elements
that must be properly timed
and executed before
Earehart can get to work.
Different elements of the
sets are handled by people
who specialize in a
particular niche that needs
to be filled, be it electrical,
costumes and makeup,
rigging, or set photography.
Each of these specialists
have their own work to do
and their own timelines in
which to do it and Earehart
deftly orchestrates the
execution of his own work
to accommodate the other
teams' needs.
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Western town built and painted in the desert below Santa Fe for the TNT film "Monsters of God". A special mixture of Tar,
linseed oil and raw gasoline to create the proper stain mixture for the buildings to look authentic for the period.
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Most of his TV or Netflix
work consumes between six
and eight months per
project. He has to not only
fit these portions of time
together, but he also has to
adapt to different locations.
He spends most of his time
in the Atlanta area but he
has worked in a wide variety
of locations across the USA.
North Carolina, California,
New Mexico, Oklahoma,
Texas, Alabama, Mississippi
are but a handful of the
locations he has previously
had to lay down temporary
roots and each move
requires additional
forethought and planning
for proper implementation.
The work Seay Earehart
does is unique. His materials
and tools are often everyday
items but he uses
unorthodox techniques to
transform the mundane into
realistic sets. Each project
has its own set of
requirements and
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challenges.
Some sets
need to be
created from
scratch, while
others
augment
existing
elements to
set the
desired tone.
An example
lies in a key
scene from
season 3 of
"Stranger
Things" and the
transmutation of the Santa
Monica Pier into a fullyfleshed-out, period-correct,
authentic rendition of a
carnival. Seay and the team
with which he works created
signs and game booths and
custom artwork for both
along with additional
artwork for carnival rides
that had been brought in.
The sign work was all
painted by hand to give the

scene even more legitimacy.
Another example of
Earehart's attention to detail
and skill can be seen in what
may look to be a simple
steel door. The door can be
seen, like the carnival
pieces, in season three of
"Stranger Things" and,
despite having the
appearance of a rusty, worn,
steel door, was completely
handcrafted and custom
painted. From start to finish,
the pieces for the door had

to be cut, primed, base
coated, and detailed. This
process required two days
and the results are nothing
short of completely
convincing. The
thoroughness and
meticulousness of the artist
combine with Earehart's
ability to recreate aging,
weathering, and wear to
produce a prop that fits
perfectly in its intended
surrounding set pieces.
What started as theater

can now be
seen in
theaters (and
home
theaters)
internationall
y. From
"Lawless" and
"The Hunger
Games" to
"Stranger
Things" and
"Monsters of
God",
Earehart has
built a thick portfolio.
Through professionalism,
consideration of detail,
craftsmanship, and pure
passion, Seay Earehart has
given mood, realism, and
credibility to an impressive
list of movies and TV shows.
He continues to develop
new techniques and
perspectives while
practicing mastery of time
management and
collaboration to guarantee
success.

Handpainted signs created for the
feature film "Lawless" featured in a
street scene of the movie.
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Taking Place
Bisong Art Gallery
Solo Exhibition Anna Ganina
September 21 - Oct. 12, 2019
5 – 8 PM for Opening Reception
Anna is currently working on a new series called Renaissance. In this series her goal
is to emphasize the beauty and importance of objects that were once great
technological inventions and irreplaceable in our lives but have become mostly forgotten.
Bisong Art Gallery / 1305 Sterrett St, / Houston, TX 77002
Art San Diego 2019 Contemporary Art Show
Thu, Oct 10 – Sun, Oct 13
San Diego Convention Center, 111 W Harbor Dr
San Diego, CA 92101
www.art-sandiego.com
Rene Soto Gallery
"Dreams" Juried Exhibition
Saturday, October 12, 2019
6 PM – 9 PM
At the opening reception — Saturday, October 12th @ 6-9pm,
awards will be given for Best in Show, Second and Third place,
and we will have our usual selection of wine and light bites for you to enjoy.
Village West Gallery
Slow Art
October 3 - December 8, 2019
Slow Art is a group show of artwork that is thoughtful and demands a long look.
Work that is the opposite of a swiftly flicked-past social media image.
Village West Gallery 331 Newark Ave
Jersey City, NJ 07302
The Arts Company
October 5-24
Opening Reception:
During First Bank First Saturday Art Crawl
October 5, 6-9 PM
The Storied South exhibition highlights the visual splendor of the
region – as seen through the eyes and imagination of three southern
artists – Johnny Nelson, Charles Keiger and Ke Francis.
art@theartscompany.com
The Arts Company 215 5th Ave of the Arts N.
Nashville, TN 37219
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The Moving Page
Seay Earehart Film Scenic

Hand painted signs I created for a town scene
depicting the 1930s in the Film "Lawless”

The western town built completely from scratch
in a desert location in New Mexico for the
TNT production of "Monsters of God”

The rift creature in its ﬁnal growth state of season 1 of Stranger Things. The tentacles were two sheets of
plastic wrap over cold of large sheets of rolled aluminum foil. Slightly melted then painted in 3 acrylic blood
tinted glazes with melted bubble wrap covering as a mucus like addition.

A view of Carved styrofoam caves
created for an upcoming ﬁlm production.
Once the cave forms were carved,
a layer of structure was sprayed over the
surface then it was painted to create the
granite look needed for the production

The bar, restaurant, metal shop and garage built on location for the ﬁlm "Lawless.”

Russian Underground Lab with large ray gun.

The warehouse where creature lived exterior. I hand painted the sign that was used on the exterior.

Russian underground prison cells,
rusted metal and doors as scene in
last episode of "Stranger Things" season 3

First explosion in russian lab
and picture of the entire painted
look of the ﬁnished explosion.

Another view of the train set I built and created for Stranger Things, season 3

The faux painted look of the hospital room after the
ﬁght with creature eﬀects. It was a built set in our studio.

Model train set that I sculpted, built and painted for "Stranger Things" season 3
that was featured in a garage scene with Wynona Ryder.
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